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Remove large debris such as paper from restroom floor. Remove the filled trash liner from 
the trash dispenser. Remove any feminine napkin trash liners and replace.

Dust mop restroom floor with a 24" microfiber dust mop system (floor tool, handle and 
dust mop).

Have available Split! Non-Detergent Cleaner diluted at 16 oz. per gallon in a spray 
bottle and the same Split! product with the same dilution in a mop bucket to mop and 
clean the floors.

Have available microfiber cloths for spray a wipe cleaning and a microfiber floor tool with 
microfiber cleaning pads for mopping along with the filled bucket mentioned above.

Spray sinks, urinals, and toilets with Split! and let dwell for 5 minutes.

Spray/clean doors, partitions, outside of dispensers, hand dryers and any other touch 
points in the restroom.

Clean sinks, urinals and toilets respraying areas that might of dried already. (Be aware of rust 
and other difficult hard water stains in toilets and urinals that may still need an acid based 
bowl cleaner to remove those stains.). Use a bowl brush in toilets to remove any stubborn 
stains.

You may use other cleaning tools such nylon brushes or green hand pads depending on 
the surface. Always follow the "Finest First" rule, which is using the less aggressive and 
safest method to clean the surface without damaging it.

Clean mirrors and polish with a dry microfiber. Dry off sinks, urinals, toilets and 
dispensers with microfiber cloths where needed.

Replace and fill paper product dispensers and hand soap dispensers.

Check - to see if all work above is completed correctly.

Finish by wet mopping the floor with Split! Non-Detergent Cleaner in a mop bucket with 
microfiber mops or a microfiber flat mop system. Leave wet floor signs up until dry.




